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Twitter account: @UberFacts has 6 Million+ Followers
Official Website: www.Uber-Facts.com

Created in 2009 and Launched in 2011 by Kris Sanchez at age 20

“UberFacts: The Most Unimportant Things You’ll Never Need to Know”

Highlights
 @UberFacts is among the top 150 most-followed Twitter accounts in the

world. (Twitaholic)
 @UberFacts gains on average between 5,000 and 10,000 new

followers daily.
 @UberFacts tweets on average 65-75 tweets in a 24-hour period.
 Kris Sanchez launched UberFacts when he was only 20 years old.
 The @UberFacts account only follows Kris Sanchez’s personal account.
 Followed by celebrities, including Kim Kardashian, Miley Cyrus, Chloë Grace

Moretz, & Nathan Fillion.

Short Biography of Founder: Kris
Sanchez
It all started on a Friday night in 2009 when Kris
Sanchez was at college, bored, and wanted to find
something to kill time. Like any 18 year old, he
found a way to kill time, though he didn’t know his
quest to alleviate his Friday-night boredom would be
the start of a whole new hobby and business for
him: finding and collecting amazing facts.

After finding all of these facts, Kris Sanchez
wondered, “Wouldn’t it be great if there was a way
for me to collect all of these facts in one place,
where I could quickly add to them as I discovered
more amazing facts? Even better if I could create a
list to share with others.” Suddenly it dawned on
Kris: There was Twitter!

After about two years of semi-regular fact-tweeting, Kris Sanchez decided to take his fact-finding hobby
to the next level. In 2011, he named the account “UberFacts” to emphasize his theme of finding and
sharing super amazing facts. After beginning to tweet regularly, the UberFacts Twitter account followers
grew from the thousands to the millions. From that point on, life has never been the same for Kris as he
focused entirely on his UberFacts Twitter.

Profile image from Twitter of Kris Sanchez
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Before becoming a professional fact-tweeter, Kris Sanchez was a musical theatre major, dancer, and
competitive martial artist. His goals as of now are to live life long, and to its fullest learning every step of
the way.

Appearances and Mentions
UberFacts has been featured on sites such as ZDnet, has appeared on the Today Show in August of 2013,
and has been talked about on radio stations across the world. UberFacts even has weekly video
segments with 102.7 KIIS FM on their website.
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UberFacts Twitter Account | At-A-Glance

What is UberFacts?

UberFacts is not a personal account, but rather a scheduled stream of amazing and sometimes jaw-
dropping facts that Kris Sanchez finds tweet-worthy. He is the only account followed by UberFacts.

UberFacts is a stream of facts and occasional articles about often useless, but generally intriguing
information curated by Kris Sanchez.

UberFacts is also on Facebook.com/UberFacts and Instagram.com/UberFacts

When was UberFacts created?

Kris Sanchez created the @UberFacts account in 2009, but didn’t launch his account’s incredible volume
of collected facts until 2011.

He also created a Facebook fan page for UberFacts in December 2009, but he didn’t start using it until
March 2011 with limited posting.

Where is UberFacts?

Kris Sanchez is originally from New York, but now resides in the Los Angeles area where he manages and
continues to grow his UberFacts brand.

Why was UberFacts created?

Kris Sanchez is obsessed with learning new things and discovering the intricacies of the world around
him. His creative energy and enthusiasm for observing the most mundane of everyday life and finding
the interesting facts that often get overlooked has become his daily passion. These “Ah ha!” moments
are among the many interesting facts included in the UberFacts Twitter feed.

Upcoming News and Press Releases:
 UberFacts App with robust features for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch – coming in early March

2014.
 A multi-Platinum, Los Angeles-based music artist/producer and fan of UberFacts is working with

Kris Sanchez to create UberFacts mobile apps for iPhone and later Android devices.
 UberFacts Android App with robust features coming in April 2014.

For media and appearance inquiries please contact:

Media@Uber-Facts.com


